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gentleness involves being down to earth humility having a quiet ego humility being quick to let things go forgiveness having a
soft and supportive demeanor kindness and being synonyms for gentle soothing mellow soft mild delicate light quiet benign
antonyms of gentle powerful harsh stern hard coarse caustic abrasive intense adjective us ˈdʒen t ə l uk ˈdʒen t ə l add to word
list b1 calm kind or soft a gentle smile he s very gentle with his kids thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples calm and nice
to others gentle she s so sweet and gentle with the children mild her grandmother is such a kind mild person very gentle in
thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for very gentle synonyms similar meaning view all very kind very nice really gentle really nice
too gentle very sweet awfully kind awfully sweet being very nice especially gentle exceedingly gentle exceptionally gentle
excessively gentle extra gentle extraordinarily gentle gentle meek mild refer to an absence of bad temper or belligerence gentle
has reference especially to disposition and behavior and often suggests a deliberate or voluntary kindness or forbearance in
dealing with others a gentle pat gentle with children from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics nature gen
tle ˈdʒentl s3 w3 adjective 1 kind and careful in the way you behave or do things so that you do not hurt or damage anyone or
anything opp rough arthur was a very gentle caring person gentle voice smile touch where does it hurt she asked in a gentle
voice gen adjective uk ˈdʒen t ə l us ˈdʒen t ə l add to word list b1 calm kind or soft a gentle smile he s very gentle with his kids
thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples calm and nice to others gentle she s so sweet and gentle with the children mild her
grandmother is such a kind mild person gentle on something this soap is very gentle on the hands not steep or sharp definition of
gentle adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes
synonyms and more adjective soft and mild not harsh or stern or severe a gentle reprimand a vein of gentle irony poked gentle
fun at him synonyms soft mild moderate in type or degree or effect or force far from extreme adjective having little impact gentle
rain a gentle breeze synonyms easy soft light of little intensity or power or force adjective ˈdʒɛntl gentler ˈdʒɛntlər gentlest
ˈdʒɛntləst calm and kind doing things in a quiet and careful way a quiet and gentle man a gentle voice laugh touch she was the
gentlest of nurses he lived in a gentler age than ours be gentle with her she agreed to come after a little gentle persuasion 1 a
free from harshness sternness or violence used gentle persuasion b tractable docile a gentle horse 2 soft delicate the gentle
touch of her hand 3 moderate his doctor recommended gentle exercise 4 a belonging to a family of high social station 1 having or
showing a kind and quiet nature not harsh or violent a very gentle man dog a dog that is gentle with children your mother has a
gentle manner voice smile gentle eyes a gentle sense of humor a gentle giant a large but gentle person or animal more examples
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adverb uk ˈdʒent li us ˈdʒent li add to word list b2 calmly kindly or softly he lifted the baby gently out of its crib to smile laugh
blow gently without force or strength the door closed gently slightly or gradually gently rolling hills fewer examples gentle
adjective noun adverb meaning use 1 of a person well born belonging to a family of high 2 of an animal of excellent breed or
stock of a superior 3 of a person having a character or manner appropriate to 4 an epithet given to a person of distinction
obsolete 5 of fruit a tree etc cultivated domesticated as 6 1 think before you act if you are quick to anger you may do something
in the heat of the moment that you ll regret later on consider the consequences of what you are about to do don t react respond
try to grab hold of your anger and examine it ask yourself what exactly is making you so angry ask yourself if you are
overreacting very gently in english dictionary sample sentences with very gently declension stem match words the idea is i
suppose to move the outer skin very gently against the inner literature he paused to admire this unusual view and then turned
the knob again very gently literature i have if i this is a new place luz he said very gently gloria lynne on vocals published for
listening pleasure only no copyright infringement intended i don t own any part of this song uploaded by laretta loret as few
people today publicly support classism we prefer to see gentil as noble in character in chaucer s time it was much clearer that
being high born was literally what gentility was all about gentle simply meant of the nobility a very gentle introduction to large
language models without the hype roger swannell buy a most incomprehensible thing notes towards a very gentle introduction to
the mathematics of relativity on amazon com free shipping on qualified orders



gentleness is a strength go softly slowly and sweetly
Mar 28 2024

gentleness involves being down to earth humility having a quiet ego humility being quick to let things go forgiveness having a
soft and supportive demeanor kindness and being

gentle synonyms 360 similar and opposite words merriam
Feb 27 2024

synonyms for gentle soothing mellow soft mild delicate light quiet benign antonyms of gentle powerful harsh stern hard coarse
caustic abrasive intense

gentle definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Jan 26 2024

adjective us ˈdʒen t ə l uk ˈdʒen t ə l add to word list b1 calm kind or soft a gentle smile he s very gentle with his kids thesaurus
synonyms antonyms and examples calm and nice to others gentle she s so sweet and gentle with the children mild her
grandmother is such a kind mild person

very gentle in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for very
Dec 25 2023

very gentle in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for very gentle synonyms similar meaning view all very kind very nice really
gentle really nice too gentle very sweet awfully kind awfully sweet being very nice especially gentle exceedingly gentle
exceptionally gentle excessively gentle extra gentle extraordinarily gentle



gentle definition meaning dictionary com
Nov 24 2023

gentle meek mild refer to an absence of bad temper or belligerence gentle has reference especially to disposition and behavior
and often suggests a deliberate or voluntary kindness or forbearance in dealing with others a gentle pat gentle with children

gentle meaning of gentle in longman dictionary of
Oct 23 2023

from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics nature gen tle ˈdʒentl s3 w3 adjective 1 kind and careful in the
way you behave or do things so that you do not hurt or damage anyone or anything opp rough arthur was a very gentle caring
person gentle voice smile touch where does it hurt she asked in a gentle voice gen

gentle english meaning cambridge dictionary
Sep 22 2023

adjective uk ˈdʒen t ə l us ˈdʒen t ə l add to word list b1 calm kind or soft a gentle smile he s very gentle with his kids thesaurus
synonyms antonyms and examples calm and nice to others gentle she s so sweet and gentle with the children mild her
grandmother is such a kind mild person

gentle adjective definition pictures pronunciation and
Aug 21 2023

gentle on something this soap is very gentle on the hands not steep or sharp definition of gentle adjective in oxford advanced
learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more



gentle definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Jul 20 2023

adjective soft and mild not harsh or stern or severe a gentle reprimand a vein of gentle irony poked gentle fun at him synonyms
soft mild moderate in type or degree or effect or force far from extreme adjective having little impact gentle rain a gentle breeze
synonyms easy soft light of little intensity or power or force

gentle adjective definition pictures pronunciation and
Jun 19 2023

adjective ˈdʒɛntl gentler ˈdʒɛntlər gentlest ˈdʒɛntləst calm and kind doing things in a quiet and careful way a quiet and gentle
man a gentle voice laugh touch she was the gentlest of nurses he lived in a gentler age than ours be gentle with her she agreed
to come after a little gentle persuasion

gentle definition meaning merriam webster
May 18 2023

1 a free from harshness sternness or violence used gentle persuasion b tractable docile a gentle horse 2 soft delicate the gentle
touch of her hand 3 moderate his doctor recommended gentle exercise 4 a belonging to a family of high social station

gentle definition meaning britannica dictionary
Apr 17 2023

1 having or showing a kind and quiet nature not harsh or violent a very gentle man dog a dog that is gentle with children your
mother has a gentle manner voice smile gentle eyes a gentle sense of humor a gentle giant a large but gentle person or animal
more examples



gently english meaning cambridge dictionary
Mar 16 2023

adverb uk ˈdʒent li us ˈdʒent li add to word list b2 calmly kindly or softly he lifted the baby gently out of its crib to smile laugh
blow gently without force or strength the door closed gently slightly or gradually gently rolling hills fewer examples

gentle adj n adv meanings etymology and more
Feb 15 2023

gentle adjective noun adverb meaning use 1 of a person well born belonging to a family of high 2 of an animal of excellent breed
or stock of a superior 3 of a person having a character or manner appropriate to 4 an epithet given to a person of distinction
obsolete 5 of fruit a tree etc cultivated domesticated as 6

3 ways to be a gentle person wikihow
Jan 14 2023

1 think before you act if you are quick to anger you may do something in the heat of the moment that you ll regret later on
consider the consequences of what you are about to do don t react respond try to grab hold of your anger and examine it ask
yourself what exactly is making you so angry ask yourself if you are overreacting

very gently english definition grammar pronunciation
Dec 13 2022

very gently in english dictionary sample sentences with very gently declension stem match words the idea is i suppose to move
the outer skin very gently against the inner literature he paused to admire this unusual view and then turned the knob again very
gently literature i have if i this is a new place luz he said very gently



a very gentle sound gloria lynne youtube
Nov 12 2022

gloria lynne on vocals published for listening pleasure only no copyright infringement intended i don t own any part of this song
uploaded by laretta loret

meaning of he was a veray parfit gentil knight blogger
Oct 11 2022

as few people today publicly support classism we prefer to see gentil as noble in character in chaucer s time it was much clearer
that being high born was literally what gentility was all about gentle simply meant of the nobility

a very gentle introduction to large language models without
Sep 10 2022

a very gentle introduction to large language models without the hype roger swannell

a most incomprehensible thing notes towards a very gentle
Aug 09 2022

buy a most incomprehensible thing notes towards a very gentle introduction to the mathematics of relativity on amazon com free
shipping on qualified orders
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